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Mechanical Hackamore
A mechanical hackamore is a type of bitless headgear forhorses where the reins connect to shanks placed between anoseband and a curb chain. The shanks and curb chain serveto increase pressure on the nose, jaw, and poll. The longer theshanks or thinner the noseband, the more severe the action ofthe hackamore.
Mechanical hackamores often used in competitions where thereare no specific bitting rules, such as rodeo and in the showjumping arena. They are seen in endurance riding andcompetitive trail riding because they allow a horse to easily eatand drink without removing headgear. They are not permittedin most other horse show disciplines. They are also used bycasual riders for trail riding.

Chris Chugg and Vigo in a BT Hackamore



AT
The AT Hackamore is a cam style mechanical hackamore. It allows adjustment of how quickly it
responds by adding or removing screws from the cam. Removing all the screws has the effect
of removing nose preasure.
It is supplied with a bicycle chain noseband, a leather noseband and a leather backstrap. The
bicycle chain is best wrapped in Vetwrap.
Shank length: 180mm



BT
The BT Hackamore is our most advanced cam style mechanical hackamore. It allows adjustment
of how quickly it responds by adding or removing screws from the cam. Removing all the screws
has the effect of removing nose preasure.
The BT Hackamore has been designed in such a way that it can be used in conjunction with a bit
in a double bridle type setup.
It is supplied with a motorbike chain noseband, a leather noseband, a leather back strap and a
curb chain. The motorbike chain is best wrapped in Vetwrap. The back strap and curb chain
have the choice of 2 positions.
Shank length: 240mm



English
English hackamores are useful for horses with mouth problems or just dislike any type of bit. The
English hackamore has a fairly short shank, with a padded leather nose strap and a leather back
strap. One pair of reins is used on the bottom of the shank, which gives nose pressure.
It is very important to fit hackamores in the correctly, making sure the noseband is sitting on a
solid part of the horse’s nose and not onto the soft cartilage below.
It is available in short and long shank versions of 150mm and 180mm respectively.
It is available with a leather noseband and back strap.



German
German hackamores are useful for horses with mouth problems, or those that just dislike any
type of bit. The German version of the hackamore has a long shank, with a covered chain
noseband and leather back strap. The chain is best wrapped in Vetwrap.
One pair of reins is used on the bottom of the shank, which gives nose pressure.
It is very important to fit hackamores in the correct position, making sure the noseband is sitting
on a solid part of the horse’s nose, not onto the soft cartilage below.
Shank length: 240mm



Rogan
The Rogan Hackamore gives poll and jaw pressure with little nose pressure.
It is available with a bicycle chain noseband. The bicycle chain is best wrapped in Vetwrap. It
comes fitted with a leather back strap.
Available in short and long shank versions of 180mm and 240mm respectively.
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